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Abstract—Following the recent advances in drone technologies, various algorithmic optimization problems related to the effective operation of drones are drawing lots of attentions. This paper considers two interesting multiple-drone-assisted search-and-reconnaissance
scenarios, in each of which, the trajectory optimization of multiple drones is of great significance to minimize the latency in the system.
In the first scenario, multiple drones, whose moments of mobilization are not necessarily same, are trying to urgently collect intelligence
from a given points of interest, and we would like to minimize the task completion time, i.e. the time period between the moment that
the first drone commences its operation to the moment that the intelligence from all of the points are collected, by optimizing their
trajectories. In the second scenario, multiple drones with different speed, are hovering around the same routes to regularly collect
intelligence from highly geographically-diversified points of interest over an extended time period, and we would like to minimize the
worst-case data refreshment rate, the largest time gap between two consecutive observations over the same point of interest. In this
paper, we formally define each problem, prove its NP-hardness, and propose an approximation algorithm for it. We also conduct a
simulation to study the performance of our result.
Index Terms—Drone, trajectory planning, mobile sensors, approximation algorithm, traveling salesman problem.
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I NTRODUCTION

The recent developments in robotic technologies realized
various autonomous search-and-reconnaissance systems,
in which drones are in charge of critical operations such
as monitoring a number of geographically dispersed
points of interest. There are a number of important
applications of such systems. For instance, a group of
drones can be used by the first responders who just
arrived at a serious disaster scene such as Fukushima
nuclear disaster site in Japan from 2011, and are looking
for any remain survivals in the area who are too difficult
or dangerous to find using a traditional way. Another
good example is a long term environmental monitoring
of climate change by using multiple drones hovering
around a vast area of interest over an extended time
period. The trajectory planning of the drones in those
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systems is known to be very significant since it is directly related to the performance such as latency, energyefficiency etc. of the systems [4], [7], [8], [9], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [25].
In theory, the goal of travelling salesman problem
(TSP) is to find a minimum cost tour for a traveler
to visit all of the points of interest and come back to
the origin. The TSP is a well-known NP-hard problem,
which means that there is no efficient (polynomial running time) algorithm to find the best possible solution
for it. Due to the reason, many efforts are dedicated to
introduce a polynomial running time sub-optimal algorithm with reasonable performance guarantee, which is
well-known as an approximation algorithm. One variation of TSP is the travelling salesman problem with
neighborhood (TSPN). Unlike TSP, in TSPN, a point of
interest is visited by the traveler once their distance is no
greater than a certain threshold value. Frequently, TSPN
is considered as a good abstraction of a drone trajectory
optimization problem whose goal is to minimize the
completion time (latency) to collect the knowledge from
all of the sites of interest using a drone with a camera
sensor, where the threshold value represents the effective
sensing range of the camera sensor. When the sensing
range goes to zero, TSPN becomes equivalent to TSP,
and therefore, TSPN can be considered as a general case
of TSP. This means that if TSPN is not NP-hard, then
TSP should not be. As a result, TSPN is also NP-hard.
Recently, Kim et al. have investigated the problem of
computing the trajectories of multiple drones to collect
knowledge from a given set of sites of interest with
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the optimization goal of minimizing the latency [2], [3].
Compared to the trajectory optimization problems with a
single drone, the case with multiple drones is even more
challenging. This is because now we have to optimize the
trajectories of each drone and determine the workload of
each drone, i.e. which drone will cover which target, at
the same time, but any decision on one aspect affects the
decision on the other aspect. Apparently, this problem
is also NP-hard as it is a general case of TSPN. In
their work, Kim et al. have introduced approximation
algorithms for two different variations of the problem.
In detail, given a group of n targets and k drones,
two different problems, namely the k-traveling salesman
problem with neighborhood (k-TSPN) and the k-rooted
path cover problem with neighborhood (k-PCPN) are
defined. The common goal of the two problems is to
determine the trajectories of the k drones such that
(a) each trajectory originates from the location of the corresponding drone which will move around following
the trajectory,
(b) each ground target is covered by a drone when the
distance between the target and the drone becomes
no greater than a given threshold level, and
(c) the length of the longest trajectory among the k
trajectories is as small as possible as it will determine
the latency (the task completion time) of the whole
system.
Despite the similarity, k-TSPN and k-PCPN are not
necessarily same in the definition of trajectory. That is,
k-TSPN assumes each drone can transmit data to the
operator only at its basement (starting location), and
therefore pursues k-rooted tours, and k-PCPN assumes
each drone is connected to the operator at any location
while moving and thus seeks for k-rooted paths.
Outline of Problems. In this paper, we consider the following two different scenarios in which multiple drones
are used for search-and-reconnaissance and the optimization of the trajectories of drones has a critical impact
on the performance (latency) of the whole system.
In the first scenario, multiple drones, whose moments
of mobilization are not necessarily same, are trying to
urgently collect intelligence from a given set of points
of interest, and we would like to minimize the task
completion time, i.e. the time period between the moment that the first drone commences its operation to
the moment that the intelligence from all of the points
are collected, by optimizing their trajectories. This new
trajectory optimization issue is formally defined into
two specifics problems, the k asynchronous travelling
salesman problem with neighborhood (k-ATSPN) and
the k-rooted asynchronous path cover problem with
neighborhood (k-APCPN). Given a set of n stationary
targets and k homogenous (i.e. with the same physical
capability) drones, which may be mobilized at possibly
different time, the common goal of both problems is to
collect the knowledge from all of the points with mini-
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mum latency. However, they differ in the assumption on
when the operator can extract the collected information
from the drone. Clearly, an algorithm for k-TSPN (and
k-PCPN) cannot be applied to k-ATSPN (and k-APCPN),
directly.
In the second scenario, multiple drones with possibly
different speed, are hovering around the same routes to
routinely collect intelligence from highly geographicallydispersed points of interest over an extended time period, and we would like to minimize the worst-case
data refreshment rate, the largest time gap between two
consecutive observations over the same point of interest.
We formally define this problem as the k inhomogeneous travelling salesman problem with neighborhood
(k-ITSPN). In detail, given a set of stationary targets and
k (inhomogeneous) drones with different speed, k-ITSPN
aims to find the tour for each drone such that the data
refresh rate (the maximum inter-arrival time of a drone
to collect intelligence from the same target) is minimized.
One good example of such scenario is the long term
environmental monitoring system, in which we operate
various drones to follow tours and repeatedly observe
the points of interest over a vast area over a long time
period. Note that in such a case, the trajectory of each
data ferry becomes a tour, which does not necessarily
include the starting point (base station) of each data
ferry.
Summary of Contributions. The summary of contributions of this paper is as follows.
(a) We identify new problems k-ATSPN, k-APCPN, and
k-ITSPN, and show they are NP-hard.
(b) To solve k-ATSPN and k-APCPN, we introduce a
new graph theory based technique to reduce the
problems into known NP-hard problems, each of
which has a constant factor approximation algorithm
for it. As a result, we obtain a constant factor approximation of each of k-ATSPN and k-APCPN.
(c) To solve k-ITSPN, we introduce a new NP-hard problem, namely the weight k-tree cover problem (WkTCP), whose goal is to find to find k-trees spanning
over a given set of nodes such that the maximum
of the cost of a tree over the weight of the tree
is minimized. Then, we propose an approximation
algorithm for Wk-TCP. Using this algorithm, we
obtain an approximation algorithm for k-ITSPN.
(d) We perform a simulation and evaluate the core contribution of this paper, the approximation algorithm
for Wk-TCP, by comparing the average cost of the
output of the algorithm with the lower bound. Our
result shows the algorithm works better as the size
of network grows and k increases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2
presents some related work. We introduce some notations and definitions in Section 3. Our main contributions, the constant factor approximations for k-ATSPN
and k-APCPN are in Section 4, and a new approximation
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algorithm for k-ITSPN is in Section 5. Section 6 presents
the simulation results and corresponding discussions.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 7.

Root 1

0
Root2

2

R ELATED W ORK

In the literature, the mobility-assisted knowledge collection schemes are categorized into the following three
classes [22]: random mobility, predictable mobility, and
controlled mobility. The works in the first class such as
Data Mobile Ubiquitous LAN Extensions (MULEs) [23]
uses mobile nodes whose trajectories are not controllable
and not predictable to opportunistically deliver data
from sensor nodes. In [24], Chakrabarti et al. used mobile
nodes with predictable mobility for message routing to
conserve the energy of wireless sensor network. The
concept of fully controllable mobile data collector in
wireless sensor networks is initially introduced by Ma
and Yang [4]. In this work, a fully controllable mobile
node called SenCar is used to collect data from sensor
nodes. The authors also argued about the importance of
the trajectory optimization issue for the mobile node to
maximize its efficiency. Over years, due to the reason, the
trajectory optimization issue of mobile data collectors in
wireless sensor networks has attracted a lot of attentions
by network research community [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [25].
In theory, the problem of computing minimum length
tour of a mobile node visiting a given set of nodes is
known as the traveling salesman problem (TSP), which
is NP-hard [34]. Its well-known variation, traveling
salesman problem with neighborhood (TSPN), whose
goal is, given a set of nodes each of which has a
uniform circular neighborhood with radius 1, to find a
tour visiting the neighborhood areas of all nodes with
minimum total length, is also NP-hard. Frequently, TSP
and TSPN are used to abstract a single data collector
trajectory optimization problems which aim to minimize the latency to collect data from a given set of
remote sensors using the mobile node [9], [25], [26].
Dumitrescu and Mitchell proposed a polynomial time
(π + 8)(1 + )-approximation algorithm for TSPN in
which the neighborhood areas of the nodes are uniform
circular shaped and not necessarily disjoint, where  is
a very small positive integer [27]. They also proposed
(1 + )-approximation algorithm for this TSPN in which
the neighborhood areas of the nodes are disjoint and
arbitrary fat-regions [30]. In [35], Mitchell proposed a
constant factor approximation algorithm for TSPN in
which the neighborhood areas of the nodes are pairwise
disjoint and arbitrary shaped fat-regions. In [10], he also
introduced a (1+)-approximation algorithm for TSPN in
which the neighborhood areas of the nodes are not necessarily disjoint and arbitrary fat-regions. Note that these
results on single mobile node is not directly applicable
to multiple mobile nodes case since the problems in the
later class requires the optimizations of trajectories and
workload distribution, i.e. which mobile node should be
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Fig. 1. Once an approximation algorithm for the k-TSP
is applied, we can obtain a feasible solution for k-TSPN
by extending each tour from the orientation to each root.
However, the quality of this approach is unbounded with
respect to k-TSPN as the distance between the optimal
location and the geo-center can be arbitrary large depending on the locations of mobile nodes (roots).

which sensor node, to be performed at the same time,
which is more challenging.
The k-traveling salesman problem (k-TSP) aims to find
k-tours starting from the same orientation such that the
length of the longest tour is minimized, and is a wellknown NP-hard problem. The first constant factor approximation algorithm for k-TSP, namely k-SPLITOUR,
is proposed by Frederickson et al [28]. However, this
result is not directly applicable to our problems (kTSPN and k-PCPN) because k-TSP assumes the starting
points of the k tours are same while this is not true
for k-TSPN and k-PCPN. One may attempt to design
an approximation algorithm for k-TSPN (or k-PCPN)
based on k-SPLITOUR. In this case, it is necessary to
convert a given k-TSPN (or k-PCPN) instance to a kTSP instance first, apply an approximation algorithm
for k-TSP for this problem instance, then convert the
output of the previous step. Most importantly, the error
rate caused by each step has to be bounded so that an
approximation algorithm for k-TSPN (or k-PCPN) can
be obtained. This requires to determine where to put a
virtual (common) orientation for all mobile nodes (roots).
Apparently, the size of the candidate positions for the
orientation is unlimited as the orientation can be located
in any position in the 2-D space. Therefore, it is very
difficult to determine the best possible position for the
orientation, and a simple heuristic algorithm does not
work well. For instance, consider the geo-center location
for the given roots as the orientation. However, as the kTSPN (and k-PCPN) is a min-max time problem, this will
make any algorithm using this orientation determination
strategy with a good approximation algorithm for k-KSP
(such as k-SPLITOUR) works arbitrarily bad even after
we assume we have an exact algorithm for k-TSP (see
Figure 1).
In [2], [3], Kim et al. introduced the k-traveling salesman problem with neighborhood (k-TSPN), whose goal
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is to find k rooted tours such that (a) each tour starts
from a distinct root, (b) the neighborhood area of each
node, which is a uniform circular area and not pairwise
disjoint with each other, is visited by some tour, and
(c) the length of the longest tour is minimized. This
work proposed a constant factor approximation algorithm for k-TSPN, as well as the k-rooted path cover
problem with neighborhood (k-PCPN) whose goal is
similar to k-TSPN but it is looking for k-paths instead
of k-tours. The problems of our interest, k-ATSPN and
k-APCPN are similar to k-TSPN and k-PCPN. However,
the approximation algorithms for k-TSPN and k-PCPN
are not directly applicable to k-ATSPN and k-APCPN,
respectively. This is because while k-TSPN and k-PCPN
assume all drones are available at the beginning of a
given mission and all drones have the same speed,
these assumptions are removed for their “asynchronous”
versions, i.e. k-ATSPN and k-APCPN.
Given a set of nodes and k roots, the k-rooted tree
cover problem (k-RTCP) is to find a set of trees each of
which spans over a distinct root and a subset of nodes
such that each node is visited by a tree and the total
edge length of the heaviest tree is minimized. In [29], the
authors has proposed a (4 + )-approximation algorithm
for k-RTCP as well as another (4 + )-approximation
algorithm for k-tree cover problem (k-TCP), which is a
variation of k-RTCP without the concept of roots. This
unrooted version is also investigated by [32], [33]. In [2],
[3], the approximation algorithm for k-RTCP is used
to design approximation algorithm for k-TSPN and kPCPN, respectively. In this paper, similarly, we design an
approximation algorithm for k-ITSPN by first designing
a variation of k-TCP in which each data ferry has a
different speed, and second, use this as a basis of the
algorithm for k-ITSPN.

3

N OTATIONS

AND

D EFINITIONS

V = {v1 , · · · , vn } is a set of n targets (or equivalently
sites, or points) of interest. R = {r1 , · · · , rk } is a given
set of k roots (i.e. drones in our context, each of which
is with a fully rotational camera). For each vi ∈ V , N (vi )
is the neighborhood area of vi , which is a disk centered
at vi with normalized radius (the sensing range of the
camera sensor) 1. That is, once a drone is within the
neighborhood area of vi (or equivalently if the drone is
within the disk centered at vi ), then it can cover (observe)
vi .
G = (V, E) is a graph with a node set V = V (G) and
an edge (which can be either a straight line or a curve
segment) set E = E(G), respectively. Given a node set
V 0 , EV 0 denotes the set of edges connecting the nodes
in V 0 . Given a subgraph G0 , Len(G0 ) is the gross sum of
the length of the edges in G0 , i.e.
X
Len(vi , vj ),
(vi ,vj )∈E(G0 )

where Len(vi , vj ) is the length of the edge between
two nodes vi and vj in V (G0 ). Eucdist(vi , vj ) is the
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distance between two nodes vi and vj in the Euclidean
space. Any neighborhood areas (disks) of two nodes are
said to “touch” with each other if the borders of the
neighborhood areas are adjacent with each other. Now,
we introduce the following definitions.
Definition 1 (TSP). Given a set V of n targets, the traveling
salesman problem (TSP) is to find a tour U such that
(a) the tour U starts from and ends at the same node v ∈ V ,
(b) U visits the rest of the nodes in V \ {v}, and
(c) Len(U ) is minimized.
Definition 2 (TSPN). Given a set V of n targets, the
traveling salesman problem with neighborhood (TSPN)
is to find a tour U such that
(a) the tour U starts from and ends at the same node v ∈ V ,
(b) for each v ∈ V , ∃u ∈ V (U ) such that u is in (or on the
border of) N (v), and
(c) Len(U ) is minimized.
Definition 3 (k-TSPN). Given a set V of n targets and a
positive integer k, the k-traveling salesman problem with
neighborhood (k-TSPN) is to find a set of k rooted-tours
U = {U1 , U2 , · · · , Uk } such that
(a) each tour Ui begins from and ends at ri ,
(b) for each vj ∈ V , ∃u ∈ V (Ui ) for some Ui ∈ U such that
u is in (or on the border of) N (vj ), and
(c) Cost(U ) = max Len(Ui ) is minimized.
1≤i≤k

Definition 4 (k-PCPN). Given a set V of n targets and a
positive integer k, the k-rooted path cover problem with
neighborhood (k-PCPN) is to find a set of k rooted-paths
P = {P1 , P2 , · · · , Pk } such that
(a) each path Pi begins from ri ,
(b) for each vj ∈ V , ∃u ∈ V (Pi ) for some Pi ∈ P such that
u is in (or on the border of) N (vj ), and
(c) Cost(P ) = max Len(Pi ) is minimized.
1≤i≤k

Next, we introduce the definitions of two new trajectory optimization problems k-APCPN, k-APCPN, and kITSPN and clarify the differences among the problems.
Definition 5 (k-ATSPN). Given a set V of n stationary
targets and a set R of k drones {r1 , · · · , rk } with uniform
speed s, each of which is mobilized after {t1 , · · · , tk } time
units later, respectively from the initial deployment of the
drones, the k asynchronous TSPN (k-ATSPN) is to find
the tours of the k drones, U = {U1 , · · · , Uk } such that
(a) each tour Ui begins from and ends at ri ,
(b) for each vj ∈ V , ∃u ∈ V (Ui ) for some Ui ∈ U such that
u is in (or on the border of) N (vj ), and
Len(Ui )
+ ti ] is minimized.
(c) Cost(U ) = max [
1≤i≤k
s
Definition 6 (k-APCPN). Given a set V of n stationary
targets and a set R of k drones {r1 , · · · , rk } with uniform
speed s, each of which is mobilized after {t1 , · · · , tk } time
units later, respectively from the initial deployment of the
drones, the k asynchronous (k-APCPN) is to find the paths
of the k drones, P = {P1 , · · · , Pk } such that
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(a) each path Pi begins from ri ,
(b) for each vj ∈ V , ∃u ∈ V (Pi ) for some Pi ∈ P such that
u is in (or on the border of) N (vj ), and
Len(Pi )
+ ti ] is minimized.
(c) Cost(P ) = max [
1≤i≤k
s
k-ATSPN and k-APCPN are similar to k-TSPN and kPCPN, respectively. However, the cost function of those
new problems becomes different since each drone ri will
be mobilized at ti from the initialization of the whole
system. As a result, the result from our previous work
in [2], [3] is not directly applicable to solve the new
problems. It is shown that k-ATSPN and k-APCPN are
NP-hard since by setting ti = 0 for every i, the problems
become equivalent to their counterparts, k-TSPN and kPCPN, respectively, which are NP-hard.
Definition 7 (k-ITSPN). Given a set V of n stationary
targets and a set R of k drones {r1 , · · · , rk } with unique speed
{s1 , · · · , sk }, respectively, the k inhomogeneous TSPN (kITSPN) is to find the tours of the k drones, U = {U1 , · · · , Uk }
such that
(a) for each vj ∈ V , ∃u ∈ V (Ui ) for some Ui ∈ U such that
u is in (or on the border of) N (vj ), and
Len(Ui )
] is minimized.
(b) Cost(U ) = max [
1≤i≤k
si
k-ITSPN assumes that the targets of interest are spread
over a vast area and therefore, no two targets are within
the sensing range of the same drone at the same time.
In reality, if some ground sensors are connected with
each other (i.e. within the communication rage of each
other), we assume one of them is selected as a clusterhead for them, and we will only consider those clusterheads and isolated ground sensors for the problem. In
most cases, the sensor range of each node is no greater
than the communication range of the node. Therefore,
this assumption also means that the ground sensors
which are used as the input of the problem have disjoint
sensing ranges. As a result, k-ITSPN is different from
the problems we discuss so far since the tour does not
include any root. Furthermore, in the cost function, the
cost incurred by the trajectory of each drone ri is divided
by its speed si , which incurs additional challenge and
therefore the result of [2], [3] is not directly applicable.
Now, we show k-ITSPN is NP-hard. Clearly, k-ITSPN
is NP-hard since by setting k = 1, k-ITSPN becomes
equivalent to TSPN, which is known to be NP-hard.

4 C ONSTANT FACTOR A PPROXIMATIONS
k-ATSPN AND k-APCPN

FOR

In this section, we propose constant factor approximations for k-ATSPN and k-APCPN. For this purpose, we
first propose an induction strategy from a k-ATSPN
problem instance (and k-APCPN) to k-TSPN (and kPCPN), respectively. In detail, consider a k-APCPN instance, V = {v1 , · · · , vn } (the set of n points of interest),
R = {r1 , · · · , rk } (the set of k roots, or equivalently
drones), T = {t1 , · · · , tk } (the moment at which each

drone commences its operation), s (the uniform speed
b=
of the drones). Then, a new edge weighted graph G
b
b
(V , E, cE ) is constructed as follows.
(a) Construct two empty node set V1 and V2 . Set V1 ←
V S
= {v1 , · · · , vn } and V2 ← {r1 , · · · , rk }. Set Vb ←
V1 V2 .
b and
(b) For each vi , vj pair in Vb , add an edge (vi , vj ) to E
set the edge weight cE (vi , vj ) to be their Euclidean
distance Eucdist(vi , vj ).
b and
(c) For each ri , vj pair in Vb , add an edge (ri , vj ) to E
set the edge weight cE (ri , vj ) to be Eucdist(ri , vj ) +
s · ti .
b is an edge-weighted complete graph with
As a result, G
Sb
b
a node set V R.
Our key observations are that
(a) each drone will spend exactly “the distance between
two locations divided by its speed” unit time to
move from one location to another location, but
(b) such travel time increases if there exists a delay.
In detail, if a drone (with a speed s unit distance per unit
time) departs ti unit time late, it will cost additional s · ti
b which
unit time to complete a given travel. Thanks to G
was constructed with this key observations in mind,
we can effectively eliminate the condition that each
drone may be available at a different timing, and apply
existing approximation algorithms for the case in which
all drones are available from the initial moment, i.e. the
constant factor approximation algorithm for k-TSPN to
solve k-ATSPN and the constant factor approximation
algorithm for k-PCPN to solve k-APCPN [2], [3].
Briefly speaking, the constant factor approximation
algorithm for k-TSPN (and k-PCPN) consists of the
following steps.
• Step 1: Given a k-TSPN (and k-PCPN) problem
instance V, R, apply the (4 + )-approximation algorithm for k-RTCP in [29]. As a result, we have k
rooted-trees X = {X1 , X2 , · · · , Xk } of V such that
(a) each tree includes a single
T distinct root in R and
a subset of V and (b) Xi Xj = ∅ for every i and j
pair, i 6= j.
N
• Step 2: For each Xi ∈ X, a neighborhood tree Xi
rooted at ri and spanning over the neighborhood
areas of V (Xi ) \ {ri } is computed as done in [2], [3].
N
• Step 3: Each neighborhood tree Xi
is converted
to a tour for k-TSPN (and a path for k-PCPN) using Christofides’s 1.5-approximation algorithm for
TSP [31].
To obtain a constant factor approximation for kATSPN and k-APCPN, we perform followings.
• Step 1: Given a k-ATSPN (and k-APCPN) problem
instance V = {v1 , · · · , vn }, R = {r1 , · · · , rk }, T =
{t1 , · · · , tk }, s, construct a new edge weighted graph
b = (Vb , E,
b cE ) as explained above. Apply the (4+)G
approximation algorithm for k-RTCP in [29] over
b (this approximation algorithm does not use any
G
geometry, and thus works on any graph including
b and its performance ratio is preserved) with
G
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•

•

b as the distinct k roots. As a
{r1 , · · · , rk } ⊂ V (G)
result, we have k rooted-trees X = {X1 , X2 , · · · , Xk }
of V such that each tree includes a single
distinct
T
root ri and a subset of V such that Xi Xj = ∅ for
all i and j pairs.
Step 2: For each Xi ∈ X, a neighborhood tree XiN
rooted at ri and spanning over the neighborhood
areas of V (Xi ) \ {ri } is computed.
Step 3: Each neighborhood tree XiN is converted to
a tour for k-ATSPN (and a path for k-APCPN) using Christofides’s 1.5-approximation algorithm for
TSP [31].

Theorem 1. There exists a constant factor approximation
algorithms for k-ATSPN and k-APCPN.
Proof. In [3], there exists a polynomial time constant
factor approximation algorithm for each of k-TSPN and
k-PCPN, respectively. In this section, we have introduced
polynomial time reduction from k-ATSPN and k-APCPN
to k-TSPN and k-PCPN, respectively. Therefore, the constant factor approximation algorithms for k-TSPN and kPCPN can be used as the constant factor approximation
algorithms for k-ATSPN and k-APCPN, and thus this
theorem is true.

5

A N EW C ONSTANT FACTOR A PPROXIMA TION FOR k-ITSPN
In this section, we propose a new approximation algorithm for k-ITSPN. In Section 5.1, we introduce a new
optimization problem, namely the weighted k-tree cover
problem (Wk-TCP), and propose a new approximation
algorithm for it. In Section 5.2, we use this algorithm to
design a new approximation algorithm for k-ITSPN.
5.1 Weighted k-tree cover problem (Wk-TCP) and its
constant factor approximation
The definition of the Wk-TCP is as follow.
Definition 8 (Wk-TCP). Consider an edge-weighted graph
G = (V, E, wE ), where V and E are the node set and edge set
of G, respectively and wE : V → Z+ is the weight function
over the edges. Then, the Wk-TCP is to find a set of k ≥ 2
trees X = {X1 , · · · , Xk } such that
(a) for each node vi ∈ V , ∃Xj ∈ X such that vi ∈ V (Xj ),
and
(b) the cost of X, which is
P
e∈E(Xj ) wE (e)
Cost(X) = max [
]
1≤j≤k
wj
is minimized, where
W = {w1 , · · · , wk } be the set of inverted normalized weights
(the heavier, the less significant) of the resulting trees such
that
w1 ≤ w2 ≤ · · · ≤ wk = 1.
(1)
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Algorithm 1 Wk-TCP-SUBA (G, W, k, b, α)
1: Compute G0 = (V 0 , E 0 , wE ) such that V 0 ← V (G),
E 0 ← {e|e ∈ E(G) and wE (e) ≤ b}, and wE is the
edge-weight function from G = (V, E, wE ).
2: If G0 is disconnected, then return (f ail, null). Otherwise, set Ê 0 to be the set of edges in an MST of
G0 .
3: Set m ← 1.
X
0
4: while W eight(Ê ) =
wE (e) ≥ αbwm and m ≤
e∈Ê 0

k − 1 do
5:
Edge-decompose a tree Xm from M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ),
the induced subgraph of the MST of G0 by Ê 0 such
that
X
W eight(Xm ) =
wE (e) ∈ [αbwm , 2αbwm ].
e∈E(Xm )

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Ê 0 ← Ê 0 \ E(Xm ).
m ← m + 1.
end while
if W eight(Ê 0 ) > 2αbwm then
return (f ail, null).
end if
Xm ← Ê 0 .
/* W eight(Xl ) ≤ 2αbwm */
Return (succ, X = {X1 , X2 , · · · , Xm }i.
/* m ≤ k
*/

Remark 1. The proposed algorithm only considers the WkTCP instances with non-extreme inverted normalized weight
difference, which can be defined as wk /w1 ≤ α, where
α=

k − 1 + w1 + · · · + wk
.
1 + w1 + · · · + wk

Based on this assumption, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
1
≤ w1 ≤ w2 ≤ · · · ≤ wk = 1.
α

(2)

To better understand the notion of “extreme”, consider
the case in which all the weights are same (or equivalently the speed of all drones are same in our context),
i.e. w1 = w2 = · · · = wk = 1, and α = k−1+k
' 2.
1+k
Apparently, wk /w1 ≤ α is always true. On the other
hand, if some of them are really fast and the other some
are very slow, wk /w1 = 1/ ≥ α is highly possible, where
 is a really small positive constant.
We first introduce Wk-TCP-SUBA, which is a polynomial time sub-routine, for Wk-TCP. Once successful,
the algorithm outputs m trees X = {X1 , X2 , · · · , Xm }
for some m ≤ k from (G, W, k) with two input positive
constants b and α such that
X
W eight(Xi ) =
wE (e) ≤ 2αbwi
e∈E(Xi )

for each Xi ∈ X. Otherwise, it returns “fail”. Algorithm 1
is the formal description of Wk-TCP-SUBA. The details
of this algorithm is as follow.
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(a) Given an edge-weighted graph G = (V, E, wE ), a
positive integer k, the inverted normalized weights
of the resulting trees W = {w1 , · · · , wk }, and two
positive constants α and b, this algorithm induces a
graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 , wE ) from G such that V 0 ← V (G)
and E 0 ← {e|e ∈ E(G) and wE (e) ≤ b}. That is E 0 is
the set of edges in E whose weights are no greater
than b. If the choice of b makes G0 disconnected, or
equivalently makes an MST of G0 disconnected, the
algorithm stops and returns fail.
(b) Through Lines 4-8, the algorithm tries to decompose
the edges of an MST of G0 into m trees X =
{X1 , · · · , Xm } for some m ≤ k. The detail of this
decomposition process is as below. Initially, we set
Ê 0 to be the set of edges in an MST of G0 . We start
by selecting a random root node r in M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ),
the induced subgraph of the MST of G0 by Ê 0 . Then,
each child of r in M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ) is a root node of a
subtree Xi . To make our discussion simpler, for each
resulting subtree Xi , let us categorize the subtree be
(i) “light” if W eight(Xi ) ∈ [0, αbwi ),
(ii) “medium” if W eight(Xi ) ∈ [αbwi , 2αbwi ], and
(iii) “heavy” if W eight(Xi ) ∈ (2αbwi , ∞).
By Line 4 of the algorithm, if W eight(Ê 0 ) < αbwi ,
M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ) is a single light tree which is an trivial
output of Algorithm 1. If r is the root of a medium
subtree in M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ), then we are done. Otherwise, r is the root of a heavy subtree. We first look
for a child node r0 of r which is the root of a
heavy subtree in M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ). If such r0 exists, we
consider it as a new root and repeat this procedure
(Lines 4-8). Otherwise, the root collectively merges
the light subtrees whose roots are the children of it
until the merged tree becomes a medium subtree. It
is important to notice that when a medium subtree is
extracted, it extracts edges from the edge set Ê 0 . This
means that r can be the root of the extracted subtree,
and at the same time, it still can be used for further
processing of M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ) even after the edges in
the extracted subtree is removed from Ê 0 . After Ê 0
is updated, we repeat the tree extraction processing
to obtain another trees (up to k − 1 more trees).
(c) If the algorithm is successful (Line 13), it will return
m trees such that
(i) m ≤ k,
(ii) no two trees share the same edge in
M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ), but may share some nodes
in V (G0 ), and
(iii) for each Xi ∈ X, W eight(Xi ) ≤ 2αbwi .
Note that depending on the value of b, Wk-TCP-SUBA
may be successful in computing X = {X1 , · · · , Xm } such
that W eight(Xi ) ≤ 2αbwi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m ≤ k,
or returns fail. Next, we prove the correctness of the
algorithm. In the following, we explain how to find
choose a b and use Wk-TCP-SUBA to obtain a constant
factor approximation algorithm for Wk-TCP (Lemma 4).
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5.1.1

Correctness of Wk-TCP-SUBA

First, we prove that given a heavy tree, it is possible to
extract a medium tree as long as W eight(Ê 0 ) ≥ αbwi .
Lemma 1. It is always possible to split a medium tree Xi
from M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ) in Lines 4-8 of Algorithm 1.
Proof. By the condition, W eight(Ê 0 )
≥
αbwi ,
M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ) cannot be a light tree. If it is a medium
tree, then the algorithm will consider the whole
M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ) as a medium subtree and this lemma is
true. Therefore, we need to prove this lemma for the
case that M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ) is a heavy tree. Note that as
long as Ê 0 is not empty, M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ) has at least one
light subtree. That is, for any edge e ∈ E(G), we have
wE (e) ≤ b = α · b · α1 ≤ αbwi since α1 ≤ wi by our
assumption Eq. (2).
Therefore, to complete the proof of this lemma, we
need to show that when M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ) is a heavy
tree, there exists at least one subtree Xj such that
W eight(Xi ) ∈ [αbwi , 2αbwi ] as long as W eight(Ê 0 ) ≥
αBwi . In fact, such a medium tree Xi can always be
obtained as follows:
First, randomly choose a leaf node x of M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ).
Let X ∗ (x) be the subtree that is rooted at x. If X ∗ (x)
is light, we identify its parent node y in M ST (G0 , Ê 0 )
and set x ← y, and check if X ∗ (x) is still light. This is
repeated until X ∗ (x) is not light. If X ∗ (x) is medium,
we decompose it. Otherwise, X ∗ (x) is heavy, and
(i) if x has a sibling y such that X ∗ (y) is heavy, then
we set x ← y and continue,
(ii) if x has a sibling y such that X ∗ (y) is medium, we
decompose X ∗ (y) (Line 5 or Algorithm 1), and
(iii) if all of the subtrees X ∗ (y1 ), X ∗ (y2 ), · · · , X ∗ (yl )
where y1 , y2 , · · · , yl the list of sibling of x are light,
then, there exists i, 1 ≤ i ≤ l such that the tree
rooted at the parent node of x and connecting
X ∗ (y1 ), X ∗ (y2 ), · · · X ∗ (yi ) is a medium tree. We decompose this tree from G[R].
As a result, this lemma is true.
By this lemma, if M ST (G0 , Ê 0 ) is initially a heavy tree,
it will be split into at most k − 1 medium trees. For the
last residual tree, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Suppose b∗ is the cost of an optimal solution of
this Wk-TCP instance, the cost of the heaviest tree in the
optimal solution consists of m trees for some m ≤ k. Suppose
G0 is connected, and we have Ê 0 after Line 8 of Algorithm 1.
If b∗ ≤ b, then W eight(Ê 0 ) ≤ 2αbwk , where wk = 1.
Proof. Suppose Algorithm 1 is executed and m ≤ k trees
are generated. If m < k, Ê 0 in Line 8 is empty and this
lemma is true. Therefore, we only consider m = k.
For simplicity, let X1∗ , ..., Xk∗ denote the trees that cover
G, which is the optimal solution of our problem. We
assume G is connected after all the edges of weights
greater than b are removed. So, by adding at most k − 1
edges, we can connect these k trees to obtain a tree that
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spans over G. Since the cost of each such edge is at most
b, we obtain:
k
X
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Theorem 3. By applying binary search for b∗ , a 2αapproximation algorithm can be obtained.

Proof. By Corollary 2, Wk-TCP-SUBA returns a feasible
solution of Wk-TCP only if b∗ ≤ b and G0 is connected.
i=1
Since W eight(M ST (G)) > 0, when b is sufficiently small
eight(M ST (G))
where W eight(M ST (G)) is the total edge weight (i.e., b < W4α(w
), Wk-TCP-SUBA will return
1 +···+wk )
of a MST (minimum spanning tree) of G. Since fail. Meanwhile, when b is sufficiently large (i.e., b >
W eight(Xi∗ ) ≤ wi b∗ ≤ b, we obtain that:
W eight(M ST (G))), Wk-TCP-SUBA will return success.
In fact, we can perform a binary search for b as follows.
k
X
Suppose the result of the binary search is b0 . We now
b(k − 1) + b
wi ≥ W eight(M ST (G)).
prove that b0 ∈ (0, b∗ + ). Relating to the process of
i=1
binary search, suppose in the nth step, the range of b0 is
Also, since the algorithm is a decomposition of the
contracted to Sn = [bn , b0n ]. Since the algorithm always
minimum spanning tree of G, we have:
fails with bn , by Lemma 3 we have bn < b∗ . Sn is a nested
Pk−1
W eight(M ST (G)) = i=1 wi W eight(Xi ) + W eight(Xk ) interval sequence and converges to point b0 . Therefore:
Pk
≥ αb( i=1 wi + 1) + (W eight(Ê 0 ) − 2αb).
b0 = lim bn ≤ lim b∗ = b∗ .
n→∞
n→∞
(4)
The cost of the resulting tree cover by our algorithm So the approximation ratio of Algorithm 1 is no bigger
is at most 2αb as long as W eight(Tk ) = W eight(R) ≤ than 2α, i.e.
2αb
2wk αb = 2αb, since wk = 1. This is because
≤ ∗ ≤ 2α
b
W eight(Xi )
W eight(Xk ) = max1≤i≤k
wi
i ) W eight(Xk )
(5)
= max(max1≤i≤k−1 W eight(X
,
)
wi
wk
0
As stated in the proof of Theorem 3, we can set the
≤ max(2αb, W eight(Ê ))
initial left and right bound of our binary search as
From Eq. (3), Eq. (4), Eq. (5), and the definition of α, we
W eight(M ST (G))
obtain that:
[
, W eight(M ST (G))]
X
X
4α(w1 + · · · + wk )
0
W eight(Ê )−2αb ≤
wi ·b+(k−1)b−αb(
wi +1) = 0.
and derive a (2α + )-approximation for the weighted
As a result, the cost is at most 2αb and this lemma is k-tree cover that runs in polynomial time.
proved.
Theorem 4. For every  > 0, there is a (2α + )Lemma 3. If Algorithm 1 returns fail, then either G0 is approximation for the weighted k-tree cover that runs in time
disconnected or b∗ > b.
polynomial in log of the size of G and log( 1 ).
wi W eight(Xi∗ ) + (k − 1)b ≥ W eight(M ST (G)), (3)

Proof. This is the inverse proposition of Lemma 2, and
thus can be easily proved by contradiction.
Theorem 2. Wk-TCP-SUBA returns a feasible solution of
Wk-TCP only if for a selected b, b∗ ≤ b and G0 , the subgraph
of G, which is obtained after removing all edges whose weight
is greater than b is removed, is still connected.
Proof. This corollary naturally follows from Lemma 1,
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3.
5.1.2 Performance Analysis of Our Strategy
Now, we show that Wk-TCP-SUBA can be used to obtain
an approximation algorithm for Wk-TCP.
Lemma 4. When successful, the cost of a weight k-tree cover
of G by Algorithm 1 is bounded by 2αb.
Proof. By construction, the weight of each tree in
T returned by the algorithm is bounded by αb ≤
W eight(Ti ) ≤ 2αb. It follows that

Proof. We start by proving that the left and right bound
of our binary search are valid, which is:
b∈[

W eight(M ST (G))
, W eight(M ST (G))].
4α(w1 + · · · + wk )

eight(M ST (G))
, the k trees we derived
When setting b = W4α(w
1 +···+wk )
will not be able to cover the whole minimum spanning
tree of G, that is:

W eight(M ST (G0 )) ≥ W eight(M ST (G))
= 4αb(w1 + · · · + wk ) > 2αb(w1 + · · · + wk ),
where G0 is the subgraph of G without the edges whose
weight is greater than b. So we will have W eight(R) >
2αb.
The algorithm will return fail for this smaller b.
When setting b = W eight(M ST (G)), M ST (G) keeps
unchanged after removing edges that weights greater
than b. This is because no edges in M ST (G) is removed.
The kth tree will always be able to cover the remaining
graph because:

W eight(Xi )
1
≤ max{ ·2αbwi } ≤ 2αb.
wi
wi
2αbwk > W eight(M ST (G)) = W eight(M ST (G0 )) ≥ w(R).
As a result, this lemma is true.
So the algorithm will return SUCCESS for this greater b.
W eight(X) = max

Xi ∈X
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Remark 2. By the design of Wk-TCP-SUBA, this algorithm
fails if G0 in Line 2 is disconnected. During the binary search
process, the algorithm will always find a feasible and smallest
b for Wk-TCP-SUBA. But the approximation ratio can be
proved only when the graph is connected after removing all
the edges greater than b*. This property of the graph holds
true for most of the times.

5
k=3
k=6
k=9

4.5
Ratio (Wk−TCPA/Lower Bound)

The difference between the left and right bound is
smaller than W eight(M ST (G)). By applying a binary
search, a result that ranges in [0, b∗ + ] can be obtained
ST (G))
) iterations. So that binary
within log2 ( W eight(M

search within this range is polynomial in log of the
size of G and log( 1 ). The approximation ratio for it is
2α(b∗ + )/b∗ = 2α + .
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Fig. 2. Effect of k and n with wi ∈ [0, 5].

5
k=3
k=6
k=9

In this section, we propose a constant factor approximation algorithm for k-ITSPN. This algorithm consists of
the following steps.
(a) Apply two coloring among the neighborhood areas
of the nodes in V and obtain a subset I of nodes
V 0 such that the neighborhoods of the nodes in I is
pairwise-disjoint.
(b) Apply the 2α-approximation algorithm for the
weighted k-tree cover problem in Section 5.1 to I,
and obtain k trees X = {X1 , X2 , · · · , Xk }.
(c) For each tree Xi ∈ X, apply Step 3 of GMSTNA in
Section 4.1 [3] and convert each Xi into a neighborhood tour XiN . In this way, the neighborhood area
of each node in V \ I is visited by some tour XjN for
some j.
The performance ratio of this algorithm follows from
Section 4.4 [3] by replacing the (4 + )-approximation
algorithm for the k-rooted tree cover algorithm in [29]
with the 2α approximation algorithm for the weighted ktree cover problem in Section 5.1. By Corollary 4.1 in [3],
the approximation ratio of our strategy for k-ITSPN is
1.5 · 2π · 2α · (1 + 20/π).
It is easy to see this is a polynomial time algorithm since
our algorithm for the weighted k-tree cover problem in
Section 5.1 is strongly polynomial.

6

S IMULATION R ESULTS

AND

A NALYSIS

In this section, we evaluate the average performance of
our constant factor approximation algorithm for WkTCP, which is the main technical contribution of this
paper. Let us call this algorithm by Wk-TCPA. For this
simulation, we implemented the codes using C++, and
prepare a 30 × 30 virtual space and deploy n = 30 to
90 nodes by increasing the number by 10. The weight
of each tree wi is a random real number either from the
interval [0, 5] or [0, 10]. For each parameter setting, we
create 100 graph instances, execute the simulation, and
obtain an averaged result.

Ratio (Wk−TCPA/Lower Bound)

4.5

5.2 A New Constant Factor Approximation for kITSPN

90
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Fig. 3. Effect of k and n with wi ∈ [0, 10].

Given a Wk-TCPA instance, hG = (V, E), W =
{w1 , · · · , wk }, ki, we compute the lower bound of the
cost of any feasible solution for Wk-TCP as follows.
Without loss of generality, we assume w1 ≤ · · · ≤ wk .
(a) Compute an MST T of G.
(b) Remove k − 1 heaviest edges from T , and obtain the
residual graph T 0 , which may consist of at most k
components.
(c) Divide the weight of T 0 , the total weight sum of the
remaining edges in T 0 , and again divide it with w1 .
In Fig. 2, we use the interval [0, 5] to pick a uniformly
distributed random weight for each tree and vary k
to 3, 6, 9 and n from 30 to 90. Then, we compare the
performance of Wk-TCPA against the lower bound in
terms of the ratio of the cost of the output of Wk-TCPA
against the lower bound of the cost. This figure show
(a) as we have a larger k, the average performance ratio
becomes higher, and (b) as the number of the nodes
increases in V , the performance gap is getting smaller
and eventually stabilized. With k = 3, the cost of an
output of Wk-TCPA is around 1.5 times larger and with
k = 9, the cost is roughly 2.5 times larger. Given that we
are using a lower bound instead of an optimal solution
cost, Wk-TCPA performs reasonably well in a larger
network. In Fig. 3, we use the interval [0, 10] and do the
same comparison. By comparing Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we can
learn that the maximum difference among the weight of
the tree does not affect the average performance ratio.
In Fig. 4, we use the interval [0, 5] to pick a uniformly
distributed random weight for each tree and vary k to
3, 6, 9 and n from 30 to 90. Then, we observe the average
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for this problem. In addition, we will further investigate
more practical versions of the problems.
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